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Tuning-Program for Volkswagen TouaregTuning-Program for Volkswagen Touareg

High flow stainless steel sport exhaust systemsHigh flow stainless steel sport exhaust systems
available in various sound levels

and different tailpipe options

http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,698/
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cargraphic
widebody kit 
for Touareg

cargraphic
widebody kit 
for Touareg

V6V6V6TDIV6TDIR5TDIR5TDI V10TDIV10TDIV8V8

Complete kit as listed below with 22“ wheel and tire set and electronic lowering module.
Front center section kit NP7L000020KIT NP7L000020KIT NP7L000020KIT NP7L000020KIT NP7L000020KIT
Light kit high beam + fog NP7L000030 NP7L000030 NP7L000030 NP7L000030 NP7L000030
Wheel flare kit with side sills
and sport rear valance NP7L000060 NP7L000060 NP7L000060 NP7L000060 NP7L000060
Roof spoiler NP7L000050 NP7L000050 NP7L000050 NP7L000050 NP7L000050
Electronic lowering module 115P55LS 115P55LS 115P55LS 115P55LS 115P55LS

SPORT 22“ wheel and tire set RRR52290331133R RR552290251136R RR552290251136R RR552290251136R RR552290251136
SPORT 21“ wheel and tire set RRR52110321245R RR552210381248R RR552210381248R RR552210381248R RR552210381248R
RACING 20“ wheel and tire set RRR52010331245R RR552010341245R RR552010341245R RR552010341245R RR552010341245R

Sport backbox 
with stainless steel rockguard CARVW7LR5TDIET CARVW7LV6TDIET CARVW7LV6ETR CARVW7LV8ETR CARVW7LV10TDIET
Tailpipeset stainless steel 
4x89mm round CARVW7LER35RWB CARVW7LER35RWB CARVW7LER35RWB CARVW7LER35RWB CARVW7LER35RWB

CARVW7LR5WB CARVW7V6TDIWB CARVW7LV6WB CARVW7LV8WB CARVW7LV10WB

or
or
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FA.: 9,5x22 + 265/35R22 10,0x22 + 295/30R22 9,5x22 + 265/35R22 9,5x22 + 265/35R22 9,0x22 + 265/35R22
RA.: 9,5x22 + 265/35R22 10,0x22 + 295/30R22 10,5x22 + 295/30R22 11,5x22 + 305/30R22 11,0x22 + 305/30R22
Part.-No.: RR552295449544R RR552210601048R RR552295441541R RR5522954411554R RR552290251136R

(only with widebody kit)
Wheels also available without tires; see SPORT wheel price list. SPORT 21“/22“ wheels with heat treated cast stars.

SPORT 22“ wheel and tire sets tailor made to fit your car…SPORT 22“ wheel and tire sets tailor made to fit your car…

SPORT 21“ wheel and tire sets tailor made to fit your car…SPORT 21“ wheel and tire sets tailor made to fit your car…
FA.: 9,5x21 + 275/35R21 9,5x21 + 275/35R21 10,0x21 + 275/35R21
RA.: 9,5x21 + 275/35R21 11,5x21 + 325/30R21 12,0x21 + 325/30R21
Part.-No.: RR552195449541R RR5521954411554R RR552110381248R

(only with widebody kit)
Wheels also available without tires; see SPORT wheel price list. SPORT 21“/22“ wheels with heat treated cast stars.

„SPORT wheels“
22“
„SPORT wheels“
22“

„SPORT wheels“
21“
„SPORT wheels“
21“
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FA.: 9,5x22 + 265/35R22 10,0x22 + 295/30R22 9,5x22 + 265/35R22 9,5x22 + 265/35R22 9,0x22 + 265/35R22
RA.: 9,5x22 + 265/35R22 10,0x22 + 295/30R22 10,5x22 + 295/30R22 11,5x22 + 305/30R22 11,0x22 + 305/30R22
Part.-No.: RR552295449544RS RR552210601048RS RR552295441541RS RR5522954411554RS RR552290251136RS

(only with widebody kit)
Wheels also available without tires; see RACING wheel price list. RACING 21“/22“ wheels with spun forged machined stars.

RACING 22“ wheel and tire sets tailor made to fit your car…RACING 22“ wheel and tire sets tailor made to fit your car…

RACING 21“ wheel and tire sets tailor made to fit your car…RACING 21“ wheel and tire sets tailor made to fit your car…
FA.: 9,5x21 + 275/35R21 9,5x21 + 275/35R21 10,0x21 + 275/35R21
RA.: 9,5x21 + 275/35R21 11,5x21 + 325/30R21 12,0x21 + 325/30R21
Part.-No.: RR552195449541RS RR5521954411554RS RR552110381248RS

(only with widebody kit)
Wheels also available without tires; see RACING wheel price list. RACING 21“/22“ wheels with spun forged machined stars.

„RACING wheels“
22“
„RACING wheels“
22“

„RACING wheels“
21“
„RACING wheels“
21“
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FA.: 9,0x20 + 275/40R20 10,0x20 + 295/40R20 9,0x20 + 275/40R20 9,5x20 + 275/40R20 10.0x20 + 275/40R20
RA.: 9,0x20 + 275/40R20 10,0x20 + 295/40R20 11,0x20 + 315/35R20 11,5x20 + 315/35R20 12,0x20 + 315/35R20
Part.-No.: RR552090479046R RR552010581046R RR552090471158R RR5520954011552R RR552010341245R

(only with widebody kit)
Wheels also available without tires; see RACING wheel price list. RACING 20“ wheels with heat treated cast stars.

RACING 20“ wheel and tire sets tailor made to fit your car…RACING 20“ wheel and tire sets tailor made to fit your car…

„RACING wheels“
20“
„RACING wheels“
20“
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Surcharge paint center black
Part.-No.: CAR5130BLACK

Surcharge paint center gold
Part.-No.: CAR5130GOLD

Surcharge center SLC-chrome
Part.-No.: CAR5130SLCCHROM

Center lock dummy
Part-No.: CAR41910050

cargraphic wheels are the absolute finest 3 piece wheels on the market. This 3 piece high quality product
‘’Made in Germany’’ incorporates the strongest, lightest and most durable components such as: • Heat trea-
ted cast stars or, • Spun forged machined stars, • Handpolished stainless steel outer rims, • Reinforced inner
rims, • Internal bead retainer for secure and perfect tire fit as prescribed by TÜV standards, • Stainless steel
bolts. Race proven on the worlds most challenging race tracks the cargraphic RACING wheel is the world
record holder on the Nürburgring Nordschleife. All wheels are TÜV approved with extreme high wheel
loads, thereby insuring the highest quality and construction. The wheels are available in the following finis-
hes: standard: silver center; custom: black center, SLC-chrome center, painted in any colour.
A cargraphic stainless steel centercap is included or optional for a high tech finishing touch opt for a
set of cargraphic center lock dummies.

Surcharge paint center black
Part.-No.: CAR5130BLACK

Surcharge polish center
Part.-No.: CAR5130POLISH

Surcharge polish center
Part.-No.: CAR5130POLISH

FA.: 9,0x20 + 275/40R20 10,0x20 + 295/40R20 9,0x20 + 275/40R20 9,5x20 + 275/40R20 10.0x20 + 275/40R20
RA.: 9,0x20 + 275/40R20 10,0x20 + 295/40R20 11,0x20 + 315/35R20 11,5x20 + 315/35R20 12,0x20 + 315/35R20
Part.-No.: RT552090499042S RT552010591042S RT552090491155S RT5520954211550S RT552010361245S

(only with widebody kit)
Wheels also available without tires; see TURBO-R wheel price list. TURBO-R 20“ wheels with spun forged directional LH/RH machined stars.

TURBO-R 20“ wheel and tire sets tailor made to fit your car…

„TURBO-R wheels“
20“
„TURBO-R wheels“
20“
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FA.: 10,0x22 + 295/30R22
RA.: 10,0x22 + 295/30R22
Part.-No.: RST552210601041

5x130

FA.: 10,0x22 + 295/30R22
RA.: 10,0x22 + 295/30R22
Part.-No.: RSTR52210601045

5x120

STAR-5 22“ wheel and tire setSTAR-5 22“ wheel and tire set

„STAR-5 wheels“
22“
„STAR-5 wheels“
22“
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Roof spoilerRoof spoiler
Part-No.: NP7L000050

Chrome mirror coverset
Part-No.: CAUKAVW1028

Rear lower valanceRear lower valance
with cover for towbar
Part-No.: NP7L000010

with chrome frame and license plate base
including grill set

Part-No.: NP7L000020KIT

optional light kit high beam
+ fog lamps

Part-No.: NP7L000030

Sport front lower valance 
including light kit high beam + fog

Part-No.: NP7L000040

Front center section kitFront center section kit
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Highflow stainless steel sport exhaust systems
with stainless steel rockguard

w/optional tips; Different sound versions available +7KW (10hp)

100 cell steel sport catalyser
R5TDI  Part-No.: CARVW7LR5TDIKAT

Catalytic testpipe
R5TDI  Part-No.: CARVW7LR5TDIKATER

for V10 TDI Diesel engine
Part-No.: CARVW7LV10TDIET

for V8 Petrol engine
TÜV-Version Part-No.: CARVW7LV8ET
TÜV-Sound Version Part-No.: CARVW7LV8ETR
Super Sound Export Part-No.: CARVW7LV8ETS

for V6 TDI Diesel engine
Part-No.: CARVW7LV6TDIET

Please order cargraphic tailpipeset to go with sport back box

for V6 Petrol engine
TÜV-Version Part-No.: CARVW7LV6ET
TÜV-Sound Version Part-No.: CARVW7LV6ETR
Super Sound Export Part-No.: CARVW7LV6ETS
Please order cargraphic tailpipeset to go with sport back box

for R5 TDI Diesel engine
Part-No.: CARVW7LR5TDIET

Please order cargraphic tailpipeset to go with sport back box

http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,698/&start=6
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,698/&start=3
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,698/&start=3
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,698/&start=3
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,698/&start=3
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,698/&start=0
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,698/&start=0
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,698/&start=0
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,698/&start=3
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,698/&start=3
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,698/&start=3
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,698/&start=0
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,698/&start=3
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,698/&start=3
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,698/&start=6
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,698/&start=9
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,698/&start=12


Smoked tail lights 

LH  Part-No.: CARVW7L945093/095
RH  Part-No.: CARVW7L945094/096

Smoked mirror side markers
LH  Part-No.: CARVW7L949101B
RH  Part-No.: CARVW7L949102B
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cargraphic stainless steel tailpipe versions 
(will also fit standard backboxes)

4x89mm round
23° slash cut rolled with perforated inserts

Part-No.: CARVW7LER35R

2x150x95mm oval
23° slash cut rolled with perforated inserts

Part-No.: CARVW7LERO

4x89mm round
23° slash cut rolled following the rear valance with perforated inserts

Part-No.: CARVW7LER35RS

Power kits /
DME control units
for more infos, see websitePedalset Manual 6 speed

Part-No.: 100423CARVW7L
Pedalset Automatic
Part-No.: 100423CARVW7LAU
Deadpedal
Part-No.: 100424CARVW7L

BMC Sport
air filter
Part-No.: BMC33501

8 Piston
380mm
Frontaxle
Big brake kit
Complete 
with fitting kit
Part-No.: CARP55380R

Deadpedal
Pedalset

Electronic lowering module
adjustable
MK1 Part.-No.: 115P55L
MK2 Part.-No.: 115P55LS
lowers car by 50mm +/-20mm. 
Cockpit override switch allows user to
toggle between stock and modified 
settings.

Sport lowering springs
FA: -45mm, RA: -45mm
for V8S: Part.-No.: CAU292822
for V6/R5: Part.-No.: CAU292821

http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,1858/&start=3
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,1858/&start=3
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,1858/&start=3
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,1858/&start=3
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,698/&start=6
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,698/&start=9
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,698/&start=9
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,1249,1250/
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,1646/
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,1646/
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,1646/
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,1249,1966/
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,2527/
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,1249,1133/
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,1249,1133/
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,1249,1133/
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,1249,1133/
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,698/&start=6
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,698/&start=9
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,698/&start=9
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,1249,1133/
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,2527/
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,1646/
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,1249,1250/
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,1249,1966/
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,1858/&start=3
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,1858/&start=3
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,1858/&start=3
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,1858/&start=3
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Touareg with widebody kit and RACING wheels 21“ SLC chrome
with extreme deep outerrims
Touareg with widebody kit and RACING wheels 21“ SLC chrome
with extreme deep outerrims
FA: 10,0x21 with 3,25“ outerrim
RA: 12,0x21 with 3,75“ outerrim

http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,1137/&start=0
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,1137/&start=0
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,699,1104/
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,699,1104/
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,699,1104/
http://www.cargraphic.com/index.php?/s,6,7,9,221,639,699,1104/

